
ART. IX. — A Roman Altar from Carlisle Castle 1

By R. S. O. TOMLIN and R. G. ANNIS

The Stone and its Medieval Setting

CARLISLE castle, for the past three years, has been the subject of a detailed structural
and historical survey by Carlisle Archaeological Unit on behalf of English Heritage.

As a part of this work, detailed scale drawings have been prepared of the whole of the
ancient fabric. In February 1987, during the survey of de Ireby's Tower (the outer
gatehouse), a few letters were noticed on the inner face of the lintel of the north-east
door of the solar. They were filled with whitewash, and so rather indistinct, but after
cleaning and the removal of some pointing, part of the inscription of a substantial Roman
altar was revealed. In March 1987 the stone was disengaged by English Heritage masons.
It was found that most of the die survives, together with the focus and a carved relief
on the left side. The medieval mason has removed the whole of the plinth and the right
face, and has cut a shallow arch into the die. In addition to these primary mutilations
there is a hole, probably cut for a gas-pipe when the tower was occupied by the Border
Regiment, which pierces the stone in line 9 of the inscription.

The altar is made of close-grained yellow-brown Carboniferous sandstone, and meas-
ures o•45 by o•98 by 0.25 m. The door which it spanned cuts off the corner of the solar,
and gives access to the newel stair; to fit it into this position, the stone was tapered from
the focus to the bottom of the die. The inscribed face of the stone was set into the core
of the wall, and a plain chamfer on the staircase side removed exposed letters except for
a few in the spandrel.

The die (Plate I) is o.36  by o.62  m, and bears an inscription of eleven lines. The face of
the capital above is almost entirely lost, apart from traces of human features in the ends of
the two bolsters. The carved relief on the left side (Plate 2) is divided into two parts by a
cable moulding at the top of the die. Above this is a pair of clasped hands (dextrarum iunctio)
within a wreath of leaves; below it a figure in a Phrygian cap (Ganymede, the cup-bearer of
Zeus) being carried off by an eagle. The bottom of this relief is damaged, but a tree and a
large jar can be seen. The carving is crude but vigorous.

Although most of the fabric of de Ireby's Tower dates from the fourteenth century,
the building incorporates some parts of an earlier tower. This door belongs to the earlier
structure, so the altar has probably been in place since the end of the thirteenth century.
Traces of a limey deposit suggests that it may have previously been exposed to the
weather; there are also some signs of burning near the bottom of the die. English Heritage
masons have now replaced the lintel with a new stone, and the altar is on display in the
solar of de Ireby's Tower.

The Text
The text was inscribed within a recessed panel, of which about half the top edge

survives, almost all the left edge, and a small part of the right edge, sufficient to establish
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FIG. I.
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PLATE I - A Roman altar from Carlisle Castle: inscribed die.
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the width. The bottom edge is lost, but line II may in fact be the last line of the original.
The lettering is well cut and regular, the only unusual form being the cursive F in line
8, which occasionally occurs in monumental texts. 2 There is interpunctuation by means
of leaf-stop in lines I-8, but not thereafter, and ligature of letters to save space, most
notably in line 9, of a sort to be expected in inscriptions of the early third century. 3

About two-thirds of the original text survives:

120 [I-2]
IVNON[5]

M I^R [6]

MAR TIdP[6]

5 TORIAE\C[6]

D ISVDAEA[5]

O MNIBVS[5]

• I7MS ^[2]

P OLIEX[.]ROVTRH[2]

io TRIBMILLEGXXVV

ANTOI INÌANAE

[^ ?^]

The numerals in brackets indicate the number of average letter-spaces lost in each
line, not the exact number of letters to be restored, both because letters vary in width
(from I to M), and because two or three letters may be ligatured together. Often this is
I with the preceding letter, but more elaborate ligatures, notably LI within O, may be
seen in lines 8, 9 and II .  It is not always possible to decide which letters were ligatured
in the missing text, or whether there was interpunctuation, but otherwise the text can
be restored with fair certainty:

I. O[ - M]

IVNON[I REGINAE]

MINER[VAE AVG]

MARTI•P[ATRI VIC]

5 TORIAE•C[ETERIS]

D IIS•DAEA[BVSQVE]

OMNIBVS[M AVR]

MFVLP•SYRIO[NICO]

P OLIEX[P]ROVTRH[AC]

io TRIBMILLEGXXVV
. ,

ANTON
r1

ININANAE

[^ ?^]
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I(ovi) O(ptimo) [M(aximo)] Iunon[i Reginae] Miner[vae Aug(ustae)] Marti P[atri
Vic] toriae c[eteris] diis daea[ busque] omnibus [M(arcus) Aur(elius)] M(arci) f(ilius)
Ulp(ia) Syrio [Nico] poli ex [p]rov(incia) Trh[ac(ia)] trib(unus) mil(itum) leg(ionis)
(vicesimae) V(aleriae) V(ictricis) Antoninianae 1... ?]

`To Jupiter Best and Greatest, to Queen Juno, to August Minerva, to Father Mars, to
Victory, to all the other gods and goddesses, Marcus Aurelius Syrio, son of Marcus, of
Ulpia Nicopolis from the province of Thrace, military tribune of the Twentieth Legion
Valeria Victrix Antoniniana [... ?]'

Commentary

Lines 1-7. The gods and goddesses
The deities are Roman and `official', the Capitoline triad, Mars, Victory, etc. There seems
to be no exact parallel, but similar combinations are found in dedicatory inscriptions from
this period, the reigns of Septimus Severus and his immediate successors:
(1) CIL VIII 2465 (Numidia, A.D. 198), I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo), Iun(oni) Reg(inae),
Min(ervae), Marti, Vict(oriae) Aug(ustorum), by a detachment of Leg. III Aug.
(ii) CIL III 10109 (Dalmatia, A.D. 211), [Ioovi Optimo Max(imo), Iu[noni Reg(inae),
Minervae, Sa]luti, Mar(ti) Patri, 1... Vic]toriae Aug(ustorum), marking the British
campaigns of Severus.
(iii) Acta Fratrum Arvalium (ed. Henzen) (Rome, 6 Oct. 213), I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo),
Iunoni Reg(inae), Minervae, Saluti Publ(icae), Marti Ultori, Iovi Victori, Victoriae, Laribus
Militaribus, Fortunae Reduci, Genio imp(eratoris) Antonini, Iunoni Iuliae Piae, `for the
safety and German victory of the Emperor [Caracalla]'.
(iv) CIL XIII 6559 (Jagsthausen, A.D. 221), [I(ovi) O(ptimo)] M(aximo), Iun(oni) Reg(i-
nae), Marti, et Herc(uli), diis [p]atriis dis deabusq(ue) omnibus .. .
(y) CIL XIII 6763 (Mainz, A.D. 2 3 8/44), [I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo) ceterisque dis
de]abu[sque omnibus], for the safety and victory of Gordian III, dedicated by a military
tribune of Leg. XXX Ulp. acting legate of Leg. I Min.
(vi) A similar combination must be restored in the severely damaged first lines of the
Feriale Duranum (c. A.D. 223/7), the only surviving copy of the religious calendar of the
Roman army. 4 These were the deities honoured by a military unit each year on 3 January,
when it redeemed and renewed its vows (vota) for the safety of the Emperor and the
eternity of the Empire.

In the light of these parallels, therefore, the Carlisle altar is best understood, not as
an act of private devotion, but as an official dedication, probably at the vota ceremony
on 3 January, by a commanding officer acting on behalf of his unit. It may also be
compared with the altars found at other forts in Britain, notably the long series from
Maryport, which were dedicated by the commandant to Jupiter Optimus Maximus. 5

The Carlisle altar, with its carved relief of the rape of Ganymede, is unusually elaborate. 6

The restoration of lines 1-7 is thus quite straightforward, only a few further comments
being necessary:

Line 2. [Reginae]: various combinations of ligatures are possible, depending on whether
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PLATE 2 - A Roman altar from Carlisle Castle: left side.
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the final I of Iunoni was ligatured or not; it is assumed here that it was, and that Reginae
ended with a ligatured NAE like line 1I.

Line 3. [Aug(ustae)]: there is not enough space after Miner[vaeJ for another deity (e.g.
Salus), so a title of Minerva should be restored, in keeping with the titles borne by the
other three old-Roman gods. Augusta is the most common title of Minerva, and is
regularly abbreviated to three letters.'

Line 4. [Vic-] is certain, in view of -toriae (5), which means that Patri must have been
shortened by ligature, either of TR (cf. line 9) or RI (cf. line 5).

Line 6. daea[busque]: these letters would be cramped, but possible; otherwise, VE was
ligatured. The divergent spelling (for deabusque) is also found in RIB 1047, cf. ILS
3707 (Spoleto), daeabusquae. —e— is often found for —æ— in `Vulgar' Latin, since the
pronunciation was identical, and daeabusque is either an example of this confusion, or a
hyper-correction of a suspected confusion.

Lines 7-8. The name of the dedicator
Ulp(ia) (8) is a `pseudo-tribe', only the second or third example to be found in Britain. 8

This is a convention in the formal nomenclature of soldiers which developed during the
second century. In its most developed form, as here, which is found in the late second
century and in the third century, the imperial gentilicium (Aelia, Ulpia, etc.) of the city
of origin is separated from it by the man's cognomen, and supplants the voting-tribe.
Thus RIB 5o6 (Chester): M(arcus) Ulp(ius) M(arci) f(ilius) Ulpi(a) Ianuarius Traia(na),
a legionary from colonia Ulpia Traiana (probably Xanten, enrolled in the Papiria tribe).
The voting-tribe had been obsolete for many years, and recently-enfranchised families
from the territories of cities in the provinces may not even have known what their correct
tribe was; instead they inserted a `pseudo-tribe' from their city's full name, to give a
truly-Roman look to their formal nomenclature. The convention is most often found in
the names of Praetorian guardsmen at Rome, who from A.D. 193 were promoted
legionaries, usually from the Danubian armies. The popularity of the convention with
soldiers of Danubian origin is striking: of the 283 known instances, only two are soldiers
from the Germanies, and just one from Britain. 9

The `pseudo-tribe' is helpful in restoring the dedicator's praenomen, nomen, and city
of origin. After allowing for the praenomen, only three letter-spaces remain at the end
of line 7 for the nomen. It must therefore be an abbreviated imperial gentilicium, and
by A.D. 213/22 (see note to line I I) M(arcus) Aur(elius) is the most likely. The patronymic
M(arci) f(ilius) also suggests that the praenomen was M(arcus). Above all, nearly half
the known bearers of a `pseudo-tribe' are Aurelii, usually M(arcus) Aur(elius); the exact
figure is 127 instances out of 283, the next most common name being Aelius (only 16
instances, and requiring the patronymic P(ubli) f(ilius)). 1 °

The dedicator's cognomen is Syrio (line 8), more often written Surio which belongs to
a group of names cognate with Surus (e.g. Sura, Surillio) popular in the Danubian
provinces. 11 It has also been noted that Thracian personal names tend to develop the
suffix —o and —io. 12 Surio is not, however, restricted to Thrace; it is found, for instance,
in Noricum.i 3 So it is helpful of the dedicator to tell us that he came `from the province
of Thrace', which would have been a reasonable guess from his name alone; certainly
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his namesake M. Aurelius Syrio, a veteran of the Ravenna fleet buried at Classis, should
not have been published as an 'Oriental'. 14

Lines 8-9. The city of origin
The dedicator comes from [3] poli in the province of Thrace, a city which bears the
imperial gentilicium Ulpia. The only possibility is Ulp(ia) [Nicol poli, the first O being
ligatured to the C by being enclosed within it.' 5 The difficulty remains, however, that
there were two cities called Ulpia Nicopolis in Thrace, Ulpia Nicopolis `ad Nestum'
almost in Macedonia, and Ulpia Nicopolis `ad Istrum' almost, and later in fact, in Lower
Moesia. Nicopolis ad Nestum, however, receives the title Ulpia only in its local coinage,
not in the inscriptions, which are few in number and uninformative. 16 The place is
eclipsed by its namesake Nicopolis ad Istrum, whose title Ulpia is richly attested,
especially in the long series of official dedications in honour of emperors, Septimius
Severus and Caracalla in particular.i 7 In A.D. 198, for example, Severus wrote to
acknowledge its loyal gift of700,000 denarii. 18 With the shift of military emphasis to
the Danubian frontier, the city flourished in the second and early third centuries. Despite
its name, it was not sited on the Danube (Ister) itself, but on its tributary the Iatrus,
c. 45 km south of the legionary fortress of Novae. Its territory, however, which has been
estimated at c. 5,050 sq. km in the early third century, extended as far the Danube.
Inscriptions from the city itself are in Greek, but funerary inscriptions from its territory
tend to be in Latin, suggesting that it was being settled by veterans from the frontier to
the north. 19 These included, in the early second century, a retired centurion of the
Twentieth and Ninth Legions in Britain, who first enlisted in the other legion of Lower
Moesia, Leg. V Macedonica at Oescus. 20 During the second century, as elsewhere in
the Empire, local recruitment became increasingly important for the legions of Lower
Moesia. In the third century they were reinforced by Thracians. 21 The territory of
Nicopolis ad Istrum was just one of the sources of the `Illyrian' army which made Severus
emperor: in A.D. 195 discharged veterans of Leg. VII Claudia made a dedication to
Severus and Caracalla at their fortress of Viminacium on the middle Danube; of c. 1 35
names, four come from Nic(opolis). 22 `Nicopolis' and `Ulpia Nicopolis' is the origin of
at least ten Praetorian guardsmen at Rome, men promoted from the legions by Severus
and his successors. 23 Which Nicopolis is not specified, but all that we know of Nicopolis
ad Istrum, and in particular its close ties with the Danubian frontier, suggests that it is
the one. 24 Where we can be certain, it always turns out to be Nicopolis ad Istrum.
Almost one-third of all the known military diplomas issued to Praetorian guardsmen in
the third century were issued to Thracian veterans; of these six diplomas, two were
found in the territory of Nicopolis ad Istrum. 25 Their recipients may be compared with
Aurelius Herculanus, a soldier of the Fourteenth Urban Cohort, natus ex provincia Maesia
inferiore regione Nicopolitane vico Saprisara: he was born at Sexaginta Prista, a town on
the lower Danube, in the territory of Nicopolis ad Istrum. 26

The dedicator, M. Aurelius Syrio, therefore came from Nicopolis ad Istrum in the
province of Thrace. The inscription just cited, however, introduces a doubt: Nicopolis
ad Istrum was in the province of Lower Moesia. The transfer of the city and its territory
from Thrace to Lower Moesia recognized its ties with the Danubian frontier. The date
of the transfer is not known exactly, but it falls within the period bounded by A.D. 184/

5 when the governor was still the legate of Thrace, and A.D. 193/7, when he was the
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legate of Lower Moesia. In view of his known interest in the area, the emperor responsible
was probably Severus, in c. A.D. 193. 27 This would be some twenty years before the
altar was dedicated at Carlisle. Why, then, does Syrio say that he comes `from the
province of Thrace'? It is possible that he came from the other Nicopolis, ad Nestum,
but the evidence for Nicopolis ad Istrum as a likely origin for a third-century officer is
much stronger than this possibility. It seems more likely that Syrio is referring to
Nicopolis ad Istrum at the time of his birth: as a military tribune who may have risen
from the ranks, it can be argued, he is likely to have been in his late 3os at least, and
thus in A.D. 213/22 would have been born before Nicopolis ad Istrum was transferred
from Thrace to Lower Moesia. If in fact he had spent the last twenty years and more in
the army, as legionary, Praetorian guardsman, evocatus and officer in a legion, it is even
possible that he had not visited Nicopolis ad Istrum since its transfer, and may even not
have known about ií. 28 At all events, it may be that some confusion persisted about the
location of Nicopolis ad Istrum. Some time in the fourth century, it seems, a bishop was
translated from `Sexantaprista of Moesia' to Nicopolis of Thrace; surely this translation
was from Sexaginta Prista on the Danube to its capital city, Nicopolis ad Istrum, not to
the distant Nicopolis ad Nestum. 29

Line 9. ex [pJrov(incia) Trh[ac(ia)J: the tail survives of the first R; there would not have
been enough space for Trhacia to be written in full. The mis-spelling of Thracia is due
to the Greek [6] being pronounced as [t] (hence RIB 121, Tracum); the mis-spelling
which resulted was sometimes `corrected' by someone who knew there was an h some-
where. Hence alae Trhaec(um) (RIB 109) and cives Trhax on a contemporary (A.D. 220)
altar from Mainz. 3 o

Line io. trib(unus) mil(itum), etc.
What was a military tribune of the Twentieth Legion doing at Carlisle in A.D. 213/22?
It is rare to find an equestrian (angusticlavius) military tribune named in an inscription
from Britain, no doubt because they were (so to speak) staff officers, and did not usually
exercise independent command. However, in the emergency of the Jewish revolts in the
reigns of Trajan and Hadrian, equestrian military tribunes were given command of
legionary detachments (vexillationes). 3 ' In the reign of Marcus, a tribune of Leg. I
Italica in Lower Moesia seems to have been the regular commander of a detachment in
the Crimea; one such tribune was promoted to command a unit on active service, a
detachment of Leg. III Augusta in the Marcomannic War. 32 In the same reign, a
detachment of the Cappadocian legion XV Apollinaris was outposted in Armenia under
the command of one of its tribunes and a centurion. 33 Later evidence is lacking, but in
view of the increasing tendency to place legionary units under officers of equestrian
rank, it may be assumed that equestrian military tribunes still commanded legionary
detachments in the third century. In Britain military tribunes are twice attested far from
the legionary headquarters, apparently in command of a legionary detachment. The best
evidence is a dedicatory inscription probably from the headquarters building of a
detachment of Leg. VI Victrix at Corbridge, under the immediate command of a tribune,
per L(ucium) [...1 trib(unum) [mil(itum) .. .]. 34 The other evidence is the tombstone of
a military tribune's 13-year old foster-son at Old Penrith; it implies the man was
accompanied by his family, and the most reasonable explanation for his presence is that
he was comanding the detachment of Leg. XX Valeria Victrix also attested there.35
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M. Aurelius Syrio easily fits this picture: he was commanding a detachment of Leg.
XX Valeria Victrix at Carlisle, and dedicated an altar on its behalf at the vota parade.
This detachment can be glimpsed in the fragments of evidence, more or less undated,
it is true, which have been accumulating at Carlisle:
(i) CSIR I 6, Nos. 524 and 525: two carved stone boar's heads, the symbol of the
Twentieth Legion, found when extending Tullie House in 1892 and 1893.
(ii) RIB 954: the other altar found in the Castle, only a fragment, probably dedicated
by an officer or men of Leg. XX Valeria Victrix.
(iii) Britannia xiii (1982), 83 and Current Archaeology No. Io1, 176-7: stamped tiles of
Leg. II Augusta and Leg. XX Valeria Victrix found at Annetwell Street, in association
with barrack-like buildings from the (military?) redevelopment of the fort. The date of
these tiles is uncertain, both because they may be residual like one or two tiles of Leg.
VIIII Hispana found with them, and because the redevelopment itself is not yet closely
dated.
(iv) CSIR I 6, No. 526: carved stone relief of a boar, the symbol of the Twentieth
Legion, found at Annetwell Street in 1981.
(v) Britannia xiii (1982), 410, No. 13: a dedication slab found at Annetwell Street, of
which only the first letter survives, V[...], arguably the record of a legionary vexillation.
(vi) Britannia xvii (1986), 437, No. 11: fragment of a dedication slab found at Annetwell
Street, naming Leg. XX Valeria Victrix, and maybe a vexillation.

It is possible, therefore, that the fort at Carlisle was redeveloped by the Twentieth
Legion; or rather, that a detachment of the legion was stationed there in the third
century, like the legionary detachments in the two compounds at Corbridge. 36 When
Britain was divided in c. A.D. 213, Hadrian's Wall lay within the Lower province, but
the Twentieth and the Second Legions belonged to the Upper province. 37 Yet they seem
to have provided detachments for service in the neighbouring province, a response
perhaps to the northern frontier's overriding need for engineers and craftsmen. Upper
Britain after Caracalla's reorganization was unique in possessing a two-legion garrison
without an open frontier for it to guard and maintain. Two legions at full strength in
the Welsh marches would surely have been extravagant provision. One legion in the
north, on the other hand, may have been over-extended; there was at least a short-term
shortage of legionaries in Lower Britain after the withdrawal from Scotland and the
division of the province, to judge by the evidence of detachments from the Rhine armies
in c. A.D. 217 under the command of a centurion from Upper Britain. 38 Individual
legionaries were also seconded for service in Lower Britain as beneficiarius consularis. 39

It is even tempting to press the evidence of the stamped tiles, and to wonder whether
the putative Carlisle detachment commanded by Syrio was one of two detachments
drawn from the legions of the Upper province, the Twentieth and the Second. This
would give point to the carved relief on the left face of the altar, a pair of clasped hands,
the symbol of concord. At Corbridge a dedication had been necessary to the concordia of
two legions. 40 It is worth noting that detachments of the Second and Twentieth Legions
may have assisted the regular garrison of Netherby in building something in A.D. 219,
at least according to a plausible restoration of a doubtfully valid text. 41 If so, they may
have been based at Carlisle.

Line I I. Antoninianae: the final NAE is ligatured. No trace remains of the cross-bar of
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the A, and the `Vulgar' spelling ANTONINIANE could be read; but this is unlikely,
in view of the correct spelling of [Vic]toriae, and the hyper-correct daea[busque]. The
title was awarded to many, if not all, army units both by Caracalla and by Elagabalus,
and a closer dating is impossible. In Britain it seems to have been awarded after Caracalla
had taken the title Germanicus Maximus (presumably 6 Oct. 213), and thus belongs to
A.D. 213/7 or 218/22. 42 This is the first inscription to give it to the Twentieth Legion,
but it was already tested on stamped tiles at Chester. 43

Line 12ff. Not enough of the die survives to be sure that II is the last line of the original,
which it may have been, since the sense is complete as the text stands, assuming an
ellipse of posuit or similar. At the most, there would only have been a concluding formula
like v(otum) s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito).

The career of M. Aurelius Syrio
Only one post is known in Syrio's career, the military tribunate, but his name and

origin prompt speculation. His name is that of a first or second-generation Roman citizen.
Since he was already a military tribune by A.D. 213/22, he is unlikely to have been one
of the mass of MM. Aurelii created by the `constitutio Antoniniana' of A.D. 212, but his
citizenship may well have dated from his enlistment in a legion. The reign of Marcus
Aurelius (161-8o) is perhaps too early; the M. Aurelius would derive from Commodus
(180-92) or even from Septimius Severus after his fictive adoption into the Antonine
family. Alternatively, if his patronymic M(arci) f(ilius) is not a fiction, he would have
been the son of an auxiliary veteran enfranchised after A.D 161. 44 He cannot have been
of equestrian birth. This is clear from his name, his place of origin, and from the `pseudo-
tribe'. This, it has been said already, is borne by legionaries, Praetorian guardsmen, and
other soldiers at Rome, most of them of Danubian origin. It is borne by a few centurions,
including a primus pilus of Leg. I Italica, and another who became a procurator, but
Syrio is the first instance of a military tribune. 45 These officers all no doubt rose from
the ranks.

Syrio must have enlisted in a Danubian legion, most likely the one nearest to his
birthplace, the Leg. I Italica at Novae. In the third century equestrian commissions
were once more being granted to former other ranks. 46 In Britain M. Valerius Speratus
died at the age of 55, as a prefect of Coh. I Aquitanorum; he was a veteran of Leg. VII
Claudia who had become a councillor of Viminacium adjoining the legion's fortress on
the middle Danube. 47 Instances can be found of legionary veterans who were promoted
military tribune at about the same time as Syrio. 48 If, in fact, he was a legionary in A.D.
193, he would have taken part in Septimius Severus' invasion of Italy, and might well
have been promoted into the new Praetorian Guard, one of the uncouth soldiers who
dismayed the senatorial historian Cassius Dio. 49 His full name, M. Aur. M. f. Ulp. Syrio
Nicopoli, would pass without comment in the third-century lists of veterans discharged
from the Guard. He would have served only the balance of sixteen years since his
enlistment in the legion, before being retained as an evocatus, and finally promoted to
the military tribunate. 50 There is already an interesting group of such careers in Britain,
all of them in the Carlisle `sector':

(i) RIB 966 (Netherby or Bewcastle): tribunus coh. I Nervan(a)e ex evocato Palatino.
(ii) RIB 988 (Bewcastle): tribun(us) ex evocato.
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(iii) RIB 989 (Bewcastle): trib(unus) ex corniculario praef(ectorum) pr[a] etorio.
(iv) RIB 1896 (Birdoswald): trib(unus) (of coh. I Aelia Dacorum) ex [evoc(ato) c(ohortis)]
I pr(aetoriae) Ma[ximin(ianae)]
The Birdoswald tribune was evidently promoted by the emperor Maximinus (235-8) `the
Thracian', whose own career offers a parallel to that of Syrio. 51 He came from what a
Greek writer calls `innermost Thrace', which can be taken to be `a part of Moesia that
was originally Thracian'. It is easy to be reminded of Nicopolis ad Istrum. He enlisted
as a common soldier, perhaps in c. A.D. 190, if he was indeed aged sixty-five when he
died, and rose to a series of commands of which we know virtually nothing. In A.D. 235
he was still an officer of equestrian rank, only the second (after Macrinus in 217) to
achieve the Purple. He was the first emperor of Danubian birth, the first of the `Illyrian'
strongmen who mastered the third-century crisis of the Empire. His career, like that of
Syrio his contemporary, was `a symptom of social transformation, a manifestation of the
potency now gathering among the Danubian military'. 52

Notes and References
' The altar was discovered by Annis, who is responsible for the line drawings and the first section. The other
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recent, and may have stretched the resources of the Sixth Legion. Hence the legionaries from southern
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49 Roman History lxxv, 74.2.6. •
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Guard", Ancient Society ix ( 1 978 ), 275 - 301 .
51 R. Syme, Emperors and Biography (1971), 179-93, "The Emperor Maximinus". The evidence amounts to

little more than Herodian vi 8. 1-2.
52 Ibid., 19o.
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